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Abstract

Rerajahan ulap-ulap in a pemelaspasan ceremony of sacred structures is a unique fine art 
creative work of Hinduism which has many Hindu religious fine arts educational values within.  
Along with the development of the globalization era in Sanur Kauh Village, South Denpasar 
there has arisen a phenomenon of rerajahan ulap-ulap that have been commodified into a 
new form as a tool for an individual’s economy and as a tourism asset. So, this paper is based 
on a research project titled: ‘Commodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap in the pemelaspasan 
ceremony of sacred structures in the customary village of Sanur Kauh, South Denpasar’. The 
problems addressed where: (a) what caused the commodification; (b) what is the form of the 
commodification; and (c) what is the impact and implications for the community. The aim was to 
understand the level of commodification that has occurred due to the mass printing of rerajahan 
ulap-ulap in the customary village of Sanur Kauh as commodity for market interest and also to 
document this phenomenon for the benefit of the next generation in the Hindu religious fine arts 
world. A qualitative method was used based on data collected through observation, naturalistic 
field interviews, and documents analyzed according to popular culture theory, commodification 
theory, and social change theory. The results, conveyed in a descriptive interpretative manner 
based on Huberman’s approach, show that commodification was caused by internal factors 
such as a lack of cultural transmission, solidarity, and tradition; and external factors such as 
education, economy, technology and media, and tourism. The form of commodification was 
through mass printing based on a template, marketing and distribution, and a shift from being a 
ceremonial implement to a decorative and art consumer product. The impact has implications 
for the ceremonial rituals, the mind-set of the people, and the solidarity of the community.
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INTRODUCTION
Rerajahan ulap-ulap in ritual of pemelaspasan of sacred building is a unique artwork of Hindu 
religion which loaded with Hindu art education value within.  Rerajahan ulap-ulap is made 
as a media for cleansing the pemelaspasan of sacred building that just built and at once has 
function to call the power of spirit in order to come and dwell in the sacred building.  Rerajahan 
ulap-ulap is made by a spiritual person with process to make it sacred from choosing the 
dewasa ayu until mengurip-urip and pemelaspasan pasupati ulap-ulap. 

According to the development of globalization era Sanur Kauh Village South Denpasar Sub-
district shows the phenomenon of rerajahan ulap-ulap that has been comodificationed towards 
a new form that is as an individual economic tool and tourism asset.  Rerajahan ulap-ulap 
which was made by using religious ritual stages now it changes to be profane that is made in 
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print, silk-screening, etc. in massive, as commodity tool to be sold with main purpose is market 
desire.  The rerajahan ulap-ulap that is used as media of pemelaspasan of sacred building 
was made through religious ritual process and now it is made, produced in massive using 
modern technique, silk-screening print, in massive without considering the ritual value within 
it with the purpose to gain market profit.  Thus, Rerajahan ulap-ulap in ritual of pemelaspasan 
of sacred building in Sanur Kauh Pakraman Village South Denpasar Sub-district experienced 
comodification and commercialization.  Therefore, writer was interested to its uniqueness and 
phenomenon occurred to be researched and studied in this research with the title: 

Comodification Of Rerajahan Ulap-Ulap In The Ritual Of Pemelaspasan Of Sacred Building At 
Sanur Kauh Pakraman Village South Denpasar Sub-District

The problem formulas include: 

1. What cause the comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap occurs in the ritual of pemelaspasan 
of sacred building at Sanur Kauh Pakraman Village South Denpasar Sub-district? 

2. What is the form of comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap in the ritual of pemelaspasan of 
sacred building at Sanur Kauh Pakraman Village South Denpasar Sub-district? 

3. What is the implication impact that occurs in the society regarding the comodification 
of rerajahan ulap-ulap in the ritual of pemelaspasan of sacred building at Sanur Kauh 
Pakraman Village South Denpasar Sub-district? 

Purpose of this research is to find out the level of comodification occurs in rerajahan in the 
ritual of pemelaspasan ulap-ulap of sacred building in Sanur Kauh Pakraman Village South 
Denpasar Sub-district which is produced massively in print as commodity object for market 
interest.  This research also has benefit for the development of documentation knowledge 
regarding comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap for regeneration to continue in artwork world 
of Hindu religion. 

This research has the form of qualitative research design, natural, the words that occurred 
in field was according with the opinion of the scientist Miles Huberman.  To solve problems it 
uses 3 theoretical bases, those are the popular culture theory to solve the first problem, the 
comodification theory to solve the second problem, and the social change theory to solve the first 
and third problems.  Data collection techniquesuse observation, interview and documentation 
study with data analysis of descriptive interpretative of Milles Huberman model. 

DISCUSSION
What cause the comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap occurs in the ritual of pemelaspasan of 
sacred building at Sanur Kauh Pakraman Village South Denpasar Sub-district 

a. Internal Factor 

1) The lack of culture transmission 

Change can be defined conceptually as the development, shift, substitution of component 
or sub-system of certain culture in certain development and it also occurs in a certain social 
environment.  Aron Meko Mbete (2006:19) said that decrease in function of a culture component 
is also a characteristic of culture dynamism. 

Above scientist described that culture can develop and shift from its original form towards into 
culture shift form or current form.  Related to this research the comodification of rerajahan 
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ulap-ulap in ritual of pemlaspasan of sacred building which was a sacred object that was 
believed by people as ritual object, in global era today becomes profane object which the 
form is modified into recent form referring to global marketing world.  This is due to the lack of 
culture transmission from the elders, spiritual people who diligent in ulap ulap world, to next 
generations about the culture component icon.  The ancestors who dwelt in a certain place 
were not able to pass their cultural transmission words to their children and grandchildren.  
Therefore, the cultural component became lost and stopped in the middle of the way.  This 
caused the culture in this globalization era is quickly to be change into the practical one without 
considering its religious ritual norms in his residence.  From scientist’s description above 
related to comodification of ulap-ulap in Sanur Kauh Palraman Village it is due to the lack of 
culture transmission to their descendants which the transmission should be awaken, so the 
transmission world becomes smooth and continuously from generation to generation, but it 
seems that in this recent time this culture transmission becomes less to be interested, so 
related to example in this research the comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap object of ritual of 
pemelaspasan into new form comodification from ritual to be profane are getting often. 

2) Solidarity 

(Geertz, 1992:97) actually it shows that how the related society see, feel, and think, about their 
world and act upon the values of their culture. 

Scientist Geertz explained that in carrying out living habit in a region it is surely the related 
party can see his/her culture, has the sense of belonging and think about the world and 
act to preserve their culture about the values include within that is carried out in solidarity 
together from children to older people make adaptation with the high sense of solidarity to their 
environment.  If we can compare in this modern time the sense of solidarity is getting lesser for 
example in believing a cultural value related in this research.  Therefore, the sense of solidarity 
brings important role in preserving the life and development of any existing thing within their 
environment area, where the solidarity will be able to bring the improvement and decrease, 
shift and firm of an attitude in the culture.  Related to this research it shows that there is lack of 
social solidarity according to the scientist above so it fell into ulap-ulap culture order in religious 
ritual to be shifted towards current environment form world, it is therefore we, as the people of 
Sanur of South Denpasar Sub-district, should see within, feel to think to fix this comodification 
world. 

3) Tradition 

A construction of rerajahan ulap-ulap is a construction of people’s imagination in the world 
of understanding an object through symbols in understanding a certain power beyond them.  
(Tunner, 1976:19).

From the description of scientist Tunner above it explained that rerajahan is an understanding 
of people’s imagination construction object in the world of understanding an object that can’t be 
seen with the power of virtual world, so an object construction is made creatively with variation 
of form, where for Hindu people in Bali it has become tradition from the race genealogy history 
which is passed through generations from the ancestors until today and in the future which will 
be a tradition that will be received from our ancestors.  Thus, as Hindu people it is important to 
believe it and preserve this tradition world related to the symbol of rerajahan in this research.  
Therefore, if people feel lack and decrease in understanding their tradition it will cause the 
damage of cultural aspect they have so the tradition is a fundamental power to preserve a 
culture in a region. 
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b. External Factor 

1) Education Factor 

The deconstruction theory by Jacques Derrida is a breaking off of a text to find out and rearrange 
it into a more significant order in text interpretation.  The breaking off upon the hierarch binary 
opposition which guarantees the truth by reject the “interior” pairs (Barker, 2005:102-103) 
related to the comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap that occurred in the ritual of pemelaspasan 
of sacred building in Sanur Kauh Village South Denpasar Sub-district that experience change, 
it needs to find out what cause the change regarding the background of the ulap-ulap. 

This rerajahan ulap-ulap was only made by spiritual person, but due to the development 
of education, science and development in education field there is change especially in 
comodification of ulap-ulap in the ritual of pemelaspasan of sacred building, where this 
ulap-ulap was made only by spiritual person with religious norms order pattern, but today it 
has developed to be made by many people practically with silk-screening print system with 
education science ability they have. 

From above description the development of education in comodification of ulap-ulap in the 
ritual of pemelaspasan brings great influence rapidly whether in formal or non-formal education 
so it is able to stimulate the development of human’s perception to be creative in making this 
ulap-ulap work. 

Research in this information era has changed and developed the perception and life orientation 
rapidly in space and time dimension.  Global culture influences education field so individualism 
and materialism have caused educated generations prefer the practical things, comodification 
and carrying out the activity is deemed to be more beneficial.  Besides, globalization has 
changed the human’s mind set about education and religion’s norm related to this research.  
According to EB Taylor’s opinion (in Koentjaraningrat, 1957:71) it is said that a group of human 
has always repeated the action of their activities, due to motivation of certain satisfaction 
obtained through the action.  The mentioned above related to comodification of rerajahan 
ulap-ulap in ritual of pemelaspasan of sacred building at Sanur Kauh Village shows that the 
development of education has changed the human’s mindset which previously the process 
of ulap-ulap work was done by only the spiritual person with manual media, today by the 
development in education available it develops from the side of material, tool, and working 
technical, and the person who does this work are performed massively. 

2) Technology and Media 

The people of Sanur Kauh Pakraman Village is the center of tourism destination in Denpasar 
City, where part young generations today has been influenced by the modern life style due to 
technology development and technology media and media as the result of physical culture 
without spirituality and without values include in the religion it has changed the opinion of 
young generation related to this research that is the comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap in 
the ritual of pemelaspasan of sacred building in Sanur Kauh Village South Denpasar Sub-
district.  Life in the global era which is marked by the technology and science advancement 
has accelerated the uprooted cultural root from its community, uprooted from its basic base 
root, such as the values of norm, ethic (Wibowo, 2007:30).  Furthermore, Geertz explained 
that capitalism has fully take command over technology, while other ideologies which are the 
symbols of culture can no longer be functioned as reference of world orientation in values, 
because it is dominated by capitalism. 
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Technology advance has influenced the development of media and media is one of channels 
that had influence in the distribution of global culture which directly influence life style (Abdullah, 
2009:50).  Electronic media such as television, laptop, VCD, printing, silk-screening, etc. are 
able to give entertainment and at once give influence from outside to our young generations. 

Like Hall’s (1977:140) opinion who said that television, electronic, printing, silk-screening has 
impact to the stipulation and selective construction of social knowledge, social imagination, 
where we have perception about the reality “world” we live, other people, and imaginary 
reconstruct their life and our life through the world in a whole, that can be understood with the 
help from media such as electronic, printing, success, and enjoyment that can be obtained 
easily, because it feels that comodification related in this research that is comodification in 
rerajahan ulap-ulap that is used in the ritual of pemelaspasan of sacred building that is carried 
out with the help from printed media, silk-screening, that in carried out to work in practice.  
Comodification is to make communication and harmonization between man and God.  So, 
the development of sil-screening printing media, related to comodification of rerajahan ulap-
ulap in the ritual of pemelaspasan of this sacred building has experienced rapid growth, and 
the amount is much due to they are printed rapidly and massively.  With instant black colored 
that attract consumers, this comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap printing is supplied in many 
number, and quickly impressed, the manufacture tends to damage the value of ulap-ulap ritual 
that has been contaminated by printing culture in practical and supply. 

This comodification has become a change that has created conducive climate for difference.  
The difference of the way of life has engendering the vast individualization process which keep 
away the human from its general context.  Therefore, any action such as the killing of human’s 
harmonious life is the action of anti culture (Wibowo, 2007:28) that is one of cultural actions 
is the capitalism.  Capitalism is the characteristic of global culture which has created so much 
injustice to other human for the sake of self profit, such as in this comodification of rerajahan 
ulap-ulap which today refers to the production that is printed in silk-screening and massively 
and the priority of market world commercialization, to only gain profit in business economy in 
life by using media technology in global practically efficiently and attractively.  

3) Economy 

Other than development in education field that becomes one of factors of comodification of 
rerajahan ulap-ulap in the ritual of pemlaspasan, there is also economical factor that also become 
one of factors that cause this comodification of ulap-ulap, which means that when the people 
has experienced development in education, automatically it will experience development in 
their bread and butter of life economy.  Related to this research the comodification of rerajahan 
ulap-ulap occurs massively and commercially so it can increase the economical income of the 
society as economical objects that has practical value of market price which finally to increase 
life standard of people’s economy. 

The modern time’s characteristic is a progressive culture, and the characteristics are dominant 
in power, economy, science and technology, individualism, materialism (Alisyahbana, in 
Griya:2000:3).  This scientist explained that modern culture education development and that 
brings influence from the smallest society layer to luxurious society that is interdependent 
is the problem of economic power and live completely materialistic which is all be made as 
material for life necessities can be made to increase their economic life standard, regardless 
that the sacred objects is exactly to be made as profane to change into material economic even 
distribution.  Regarding this research the sacred objects of rerajahan ulap-ulap today is exactly 
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to be used as comodification arena that is in purpose to be comodification with standard study 
that is finally can be sold commercially in the market and also for the doer and user.  This will 
be able to increase their economic life standard. 

4) Tourism 

In tourism world, guests from abroad see Bali as a heaven island where there are many unique 
cultures inside it that make them come to Bali, such as in Sanur Kauh area where the tourism 
area here is developing as the tourism icon of Denpasar City.  According to culture globalization 
era development in Sanur Kauh Village regarding this research, the comodification of rerajahan 
ulap-ulap in the ritual of pemelaspasan is in contrary scraped by age as service sale asset in 
tourism field, so when those guests visit and walk around in Sanur area it is used as a show 
and at once to buy it as accessories of Hinduism culture.  In this case the community who take 
role in comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap have pragmatic attitude in making it by printing in 
massive production with great numbers and quick in production and it tries to be sold effectively 
in market and also for domestic guests in order to satisfy the consumers and therefore it is from 
the sacred objet to be profane. 

2. Form of Comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap in the ritual of  pemlaspasan  of sacred 
building in Sanur Kauh Pakraman Village South Denpasar Sub-district 

a. Production 

1) Form of Production 

There are two forms of production of comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap in the ritual of 
pemelaspasan, they are: 

a) To be rajah (written and lettered manually) 

b) To be silk-screening printed [interview of Jro Mangku Ketut Nurada on the date of 12 April 
2017 as an undagi of drawing, pemangku].  Rajah means letters or drawings that contain 
religious magical power and to be combined with common Balinese letters (wreasta and 
swalalita and also sacred/wisdom letters and modre) that is written in a certain media that is 
used for religious ritual tool, to reject bad luck etc. (Nala Ngurah, 2006: 175).  Furthermore, 
rajah in Indonesian language means letters, drawings, paintings, signs.  “to be rajah means to 
be written, lettered, drawn, that is used as religious ritual tool” (S Prawiatmojo, 1957:126)

From scientist’s description above it can be described that related in this research the first 
production form carried out by the people of Sanur Kauh village was to be Rajah that is to 
be written.  It is drawn in a piece of small sized white cloth.  But in this globalization era 
development it experiences development, that is making rerajahan ulap-ulap is carried out by 
silk-screening printing to make fast the making and producing great numbers.  (Interview on 12 

Picture of Comodification of 
Ulap-Ulap in processing by 
silk-screening printing by using 
the screenk tool (Ida Bagus 
Putu Oka) - Doc. I Kadek 
Sumadiyasa (15 April 2017)
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April 2017 with Ida Bagus Putu Oka). As in the above pictures.

To be printed in silk-screening means that the making of rerajahan related to this research 
which means printing by using the skrink tool so picture produced will be exactly the same as 
the original and the production is fast and in quite enough numbers and massively.  Forms of 
comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap production for pemlaspasan of sacred building consist 
of pictures of ulap-ulap of sacred building of periangan, pelemahan, and pewongan (form as 
letters, god and goddess, weapons, ancient animals, etc.) 

Materials and tools of thiscomodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap production is white cloth sized 
15 cm x 10 cm, silk-screening color is metallic black, black ink, pencil, polisher, brush, drawing 
paper skrink, spanmall skrink, methanol (color smoother agent). Process of comodification of 
rerajahan ulap-ulap production in ritual of pemelaspasan can be carried out: 

3. To be rajah (working process from preparation of material and tool, nyeket, ngontur, ngias, 
nyenter), this processes are less preferred by the people to be carried out.  

4. Printing process is carried out from the first stage to make sketch pattern picture, ngontur, 
and the result of ngontur is skrink copied with printer, and the result of this skrink copy is 
spanned in a spanmall skrink to be used as a tool for silk-screening, and the final is the cloth 
printed is dried.  This printing process can be carried out quickly and experience development 
in this global era, it is more preferred by broad community in this working process because it 
is fast and massive in great numbers.  As in this below picture. 

b. Distribution (Marketing) 

Distribution is process of marketing supplier of an object (S. Prawiotmojo 1957: 90). 

Comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap in the ritual of pemlaspasan of sacred building in Sanur 
Kauh area is marketed in various way of form (market means according to (Polany 1988 : 138) 
who explained that it is a meeting place for the purpose of barter or purchasing and selling or 
real contact between the buyer and seller.  There is also shifting of object flow in market from 
one owner to another.  According to (Alma 2001:112) it is explained that a seller is demanded 
to find an appropriate strategy to market his work result.  From scientist’s description above 
related to this research the artwork of comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap is marketed in 
various ways from collector, those rerajahan are ready to be sold.  So, consumers, sulinggih 
and pemangku, and even banten makerscome to collector’s house to buy directly this rerajahan 
ulap-ulap with relatively cheap price.  And there is also by marketing at yadnya stores that sell 
medium for upakara banten, and griya which make banten in complete package (Interview with 
Ida Bagus putu Oka 12 April 2017/ Pemangku of Drawing Undagi). 

c. Consumption 

Picture of Comodification Ulap-Ulap that are just printed
Ida Bagus Putu Oka’s Work - Doc. I Kadek Sumadiyasa
(15 April 2017)
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Consumption in comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap in the ritual of pemlaspasan of sacred 
building is the consumer who uses this object to be used. 

1) As tool for the ritual of Pemelaspasan of Sacred Building 

Picture of Comodification Ulap-Ulap that are 
sold at banten maker of “Toko Yadnya” Ida Ayu 
Biyang Rai- Doc. I Kadek Sumadiyasa (15 April 

2017)

Picture of Comodification Ulap-Ulap that are 
sold at banten maker of “Toko Yadnya” Ida Ayu 

Biyang Rai - Doc. I Kadek Sumadiyasa (15 
April 2017)

This rerajahan ulap-ulap in the religious ritual of Hindu in Bali is used to purify of sacred 
building just built.  This rerajahan is made, to be plaspas, to be pasupati as purification, ulap-
ulap means ngulapin, to summon (in the book of rerajahan and ulap-ulap by scientist doktor I 
Nyoman Watra et al.). 

This ulap-ulap is used as media for concentration, ngulapin, to summon the power of spirit to 
be besought to come and dwell in the sacred building that has been plaspas.

2) As decoration 

Rerajahan ulap-ulap is functioned as decoration of sacred building of piasan, bale-bale building 
at periangan, pelemahan, pewongan, to make room decoration be more beautiful. 

3) As an art 

This means beauty (Diksi Rupa by Miksusanto 2000:20).

The work of rerajahan ulap-ulap in this current time is used as imaginary material subject in 
artwork to develop knowledge of ideas in art whether in painting, drawing, etc. 

3. The implication impact that occurs in the society regarding the comodification of rerajahan 
ulap-ulap in the ritual of pemelaspasan of sacred building at Sanur Kauh Pakraman Village 
South Denpasar Sub-district 

a. Impact of Religious Ritual Change 

Impact of religious ritual change is getting occur often in this globalization era due to 
comodification of sacred object of rerajahan ulap-ulap that is used in ritual of sacred building 
just built by undagi at Kelurahan Sanur of South Denpasar sub-disctrict, there is shifting of the 
way the religious ritual from the sacred one to be profane, which is of course the cause is money, 
because, for example this ulap-ulap that should be made by hand in sacred today has changed 
as practical as can be.  So, this sacred object of ulap-ulap is easily found, the way to carry out 
the religion is also change whether it is realized or not in performing this pemelaspasan ritual, 
because the tool can be obtained quickly, and easily to buy, and it is practical.  The change of 
ritual occur in massive during the making of rerajahan ulap-ulap where it is not using dewasa 
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ayu, which previously was made by choosing dewasa ayu, nyeket, ngontur that background by 
the soul of the man who made it, and now it is lost because the making of ulap-ulap has used 
printing technology such as silk-screening where it can print hundreds of ulap-ulap at once in 
great amount.  What happens is that there is less fit regarding the value of the religious ritual of 
the sacred object due to less of deep sense of spirit during the making.  In this case the ritual 
procession of undagi, pemangku, spiritual person when doing rajah is lost and gone because 
it has shifted to the practical speed of modern silk-screening. 

b. Impact of mindset and Attitude Change 

Regarding this research the comodification of ulap-ulap in this religious ritual there is impact of 
mindset and attitude change such as related to Natya Sastra (IV:7) book that explains: 

Singgih yan tekaning yuganta kali tan hana lewiha sakeng mahadhana, Tan waktan guna sura 
penelita widaga pada mangayap ing dhareswara, Sakweh ning rinahasya sang wiku hilang 
kula ratu pada hina kasyasih, Putradwe pita ninda ring bapa sudra gamja warawirya pandita.

Meaning:  

- Really the final kali age if there is able to exceed the influence of the rich money 

- Cannot be denied, that the professionals, the hunters, and intellectuals are together serve 
the people who own money 

- All precepts that are deemed as sacred by the priest have lost the magical power, the 
families of the kings becomes down and poor 

- Children become rebellious, deceive, and swear at their parents.  The servants become 
wealthy merchant and smart. 

From above literature description it is explained that kali age such as current globalization era 
where money become reference in this life it is therefore people live to pursue for money, by 
turning aside the ritual that can be paid with money.  Related to this research the phenomenon 
of comodification of ulap-ulap that is sacred and full with ritual which is now can change into 
object that can be bought in market or at collector, shows that there is change in mental 
attitude in carrying out religion because all religion actors wanted to work fast and practice and 
the result is interesting and more luxurious, and there is also can be seen that the intelligent 
people, religious people, the spiritual people are all serve the collector of silk-screening, printing 
this rerajahan because their business in their own occupation and because they are running 
out of time to do the ritual that causes them to buy every tools for the religion ritual such as 
this comodification of ulap-ulap that always be commercialized so all intellectual people, the 
spiritual people are fused without realizing that they change their attitude to follow the current 
of global market world that finally ends in money.   The change of attitude occur to every human 
who tend to wish to live freely, turning aside the wisdom word of religion, and always break 
religion’s norm, rebellious to the elders.  

CONCLUSION
1. Reasons that cause the phenomenon of comodification of ulap-ulap in the ritual of 

pemelaspasan of sacred building at Sanur Kauh village of South Denpasar Sub-district, 
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are: 

 a. Internal factor such as the lack of culture transmission, the lack of solidarity, and tradition. 
b. External factor such as education, technology and media, economuy and tourism. 

2.  Form of comodification of ulap-ulap in the ritual of pemelaspasan of sacred building at 
Sanur Kauh Pakraman village of South Denpasar Sub-district 

a.  Production (in the form of to be rajah and to be silk-screening printed).  The form of 
rerajahan of sacred building such as rerajahan periangan, pelemahan, pewongan 
(pictures of letters, god and goddess, weapons, ancient animals). Materials and 
production tools are white cloth, silk-screening color in metallic black, black ink, pencil, 
polisher, brush, drawing paper skrink, spanmal skrink, methanol (color smoother 
agent). 

 Process of comodification of rerajahan production such as to be rajah (written manually 
through processes of tools preparation, nyeket, ngontur, ngias, nyenter).  To be silk-
screening printed through processes of sketch pattern making, ngontur, skrink copy, 
spanning the skrink copy in sepanmal skrink, to be silk-screening printed, to be dried.  

b.  Distribution (Process of marketing is carried out at collector, printing office, consumers 
looking for at Collector’s house, printing office, banten makers, yadnya stores, banten 
makers who sell banten in collaboration with sulinggih, spiritual person of pemangku, 
griya, who sell banten tools in complete package). 

c.  Consumption (all tools of the ritual of pemlaspasan of sacred building, decoration, art). 

3. Implication impact of change that occur to Sanur Kauh people of South Denpasar Sub-
district related to the comodification of rerajahan ulap-ulap in the ritual of pemelaspasan of 
sacred building: 

a.  Impact of change of religious ritual from the sacred one to profane pragmatic 
materialistic. 

b.  Impact of change of mindset and life style in religion in the society. 
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